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Introduction
There are countless ways to know you're in the presence of a porn star.  One of the most obvious is
seeing a chick whose legs are locked in a spread eagle while a sticky load of cum is oozing out of her
freshly fucked pussy.  So at Pornstar Cream, you'll know exactly what you're going to get: today's
hottest porn sluts being pumped full of splooge by guys they just met!  And it's all in HD!

Adult Review
There's something good to be said about watching first time sluts fucking on film.  But you really never know the kind of
performance you're going to get, and if your porn time is limited you need a safe go-to haven where you know you'll be
seeing top notch XXX content that way it was meant to look.  Pornstar Cream serves this need by filming in high def only
tried and true adult performers for hot creampie scenes.
  
  Flower Tucci certainly fits this bill and she puts on a spectacular porn perfomance that blew the Pornstar Cream producers
away.  Her body is rocking and she clearly loves showing it off while wearing crotchless white fishnet bottoms and a barely
there bikini top.  Her and her stunt cock waste no time before getting down and dirty, and her pussy eventually gets pumped
with what looks like a half gallon of spunk!
  
  All 13 episodes at Pornstar Cream feature similar high-end production values with brand name porn stars.  New scenes are
being added about once every other week, and the scenes that are currently online are not protected with DRM.  The HD
format is a crisp 1280 x 720 WMV file that can be either downloaded or streamed.  If the full file is a bit much, you can also
choose to download or stream it in smaller sized clips.  
  
  Just in case you're not entirely convinced that Pornstar Cream is for you, then you can take it for a test drive completely free
of charge.  A free three day limited trial membership is available for all surfers, and you'll be able to access the members area
and see every single scene layout.  Not every link to content is valid, and most take you to an upgrade page where you have
to pay to become a full member.  
  
  The price may seem a little steep, but cumming inside top tier talent ain't cheap!  And your membershipt to Pornstar Cream
also allows you to access a total of 10 other creampie themed sites that fall under the Cream Pimps network.  There are
almost 200 exclusive HD videos and thousands of extra high quality pics that will be right at your fingertips, so this monthly
price is really a sweet deal.  The site listing appears right next to this review.
  
  The photo galleries at Pornstar Cream also look great.  Most have between 200 and 300 pictures each, all which are
viewable at 1280 x 851 resolution.  These sets show off both softcore and hardcore action, and you're going to have a hard
time figuring out which kind you like more: seeing a sexy pornstar blow kisses at the camera, or seeing an HD closeup of
millions of sperm spilling over her butt cheeks.  Hmm...maybe the choice is kinda obvious?  

Porn Summary
If you like creampies and porn stars, then Pornstar Cream provides both.  Combine that with HD pics and vids, and you have
a XXX site that can't be beat!
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Cougars And Cream (86) ,Black Booty Cream (86) ,Cuckold Cream (86) ,Black Cream White Ass (85) ,Teens First Cream
(85) ,Boobies And Cream (85) ,Big Butt Cream (84) 

Porn Niches
Creampie, Hardcore, HD

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $39.95 Preview: 3 Days for FREE! Billing Options: Credit Card, Online

Payment
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 5,000 Videos: 15
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